How to Connect with SLAC on Facebook

Sign up!
A Facebook account is required to connect with SLAC on Facebook. If you don’t have a Facebook profile already, the first step is to visit www.facebook.com and sign up for an account. As of December 2011, Facebook had 845 million active account users, so don’t worry, you’re in good company.

Visit SLAC’s Facebook page
Once you’ve signed up for an account (or if you already had one), the next step is to log in to that account and visit SLAC’s page: www.facebook.com/SLAC.National.Lab

Click “Like”
Clicking “Like” is the way to give positive feedback and connect with things you care about on Facebook. To connect with SLAC, all you need to do is click the “Like” button on our main page.

Facebook pages you’ve liked may post updates to your “News Feed” or send you messages. Your connection to the page may also be shared with apps on the Facebook platform. “Liking” is not permanent; you can unlike something immediately or if you ever change your mind.
Learn more about Facebook likes.

Watch your News Feed and check in for the latest updates
Once you’ve liked our page, SLAC updates should occasionally begin to appear in your home News Feed (along with those of your friends and other pages you’ve liked). In addition, you can check back to our page by visiting http://www.facebook.com/SLAC.National.Lab or searching in Facebook for “SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.”

Any time you see SLAC post content that you enjoy, we encourage you to click “like” on those individual stories or leave comments so we know what kind of information employees would like to see more of. Our goal is not only to help employees and the general public learn about what’s going on at SLAC, but also to provide a place for you to engage and share.

Questions?
If you have general Facebook questions, please first consult Facebook’s help page.

Another great resource for those with advanced Facebook questions is AllFacebook.

For questions about SLAC’s Facebook page, or if you have content you’d like to contribute or recommend for our page, please email communications@slac.stanford.edu